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THE MANIFESTO

ANN-OOO-PIE-AHH  (LIKE PAPAYA)

Anupaya is a Sanskrit word that means 'The Pathless Path'. It's this notion
that our lives aren’t perfect. They are complex and challenging and
gorgeous. Your path isn't supposed to be smooth and straight. It's meant
to be wild and tangled. You'll stumble and take wrong turns. You'll get lost
and a little banged up. There will be challenges and beauty and wonder
along the way. And when we embrace this truth, when we allow ourselves
to stumble and make mistakes, when we choose to honour our journey and
celebrate it instead of critique it, life opens up. This Manifesto is just a
simple reminder for us at Anupaya to embrace it all celebrate every little
minute of it.
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Official Pending B Corp company 

As a B Corp, we are joining a growing number of conscious and heart centred for-profit companies committed to making a

real difference in the world by holding ourselves accountable to higher ethical standards in environmental performance,

transparency, traceability, and sustainability. 

(Certification is a lengthy process that ensures a company's ongoing commitment to these efforts. Our full certification is

coming and we are committed to the process.)

One Pound Promise

We believe that for-profit companies have an immense capacity to help heal our planet and we started this company

because we wanted to be part of that. We want to get amongst it, not just talk about how much we care. We fight for what

we love and we love our wild spaces. They change us, they shape us, they bring us home to ourselves. 

Through our 'One Pound Promise' initiative, we've promised to remove one pound of waste from our shared wild spaces by

hosting and funding community cleanups across the country and around the globe. So far, we've cleaned up over 58,469 lbs

of waste.

ABOUT US

At Anupaya our collection is designed to celebrate

thoughtful living.  We selected our products with duality in

mind, so items serve more than one purpose and can be

used and reused in all aspects of daily life. We believe the

products that fill our home should help us celebrate the

daily rituals of life and remind us of how beautiful those little

moments are. 

We also believe you should feel good about where they

come from which is why we are committed to responsibly

and ethically sourced products that tread as lightly as

possible on the planet.



WHY CLEAN UP?

Well, the planet is kind of hurting right now. The amount of waste in wild spaces is so staggering and
heartbreaking and it essentially all comes back to corporations and industry. Too much waste. Single-use
plastics. Disposable everything. 160,000 plastic bags are used globally EVERY SECOND, 5 trillion produced
annually. Without ALL of us making the changes we so desperately need to make, we know that these
cleanups are just a bandaid. That's why our community events are heavily focused on education because
when we know better, we do better. We need to find a better way. Community, collaboration and connection
feel like a good place to start.

OUR SHIPPING PACKAGING

In addition to cleaning up our communities, we also want to reduce our impact on disposable materials which
is why we use ECOENCLOSE poly mailers, 100% recycled and recyclable, to ship our smaller products. Any
plastic bags used in packaging are plant based, certified compostable and made in Canada from Crystal Clear
Bags. We package our boxes using 100% biodegradable cornstarch packing peanuts for anything that needs
extra protection for shipping.
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ONE POUND PROMISE

Watch our company video

https://www.instagram.com/tv/B_m6C6mgH3R/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


"You have one life. It's weird and brilliant and bright and it will never be perfect.
So please allow yourself to be deliciously, ridiculously human. Stop listening to

other peoples' ideas of who you are suppose to be. Stop squeezing yourself
into boxes that no longer fit."

-ANUPAYA MANIFESTO
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SEE MORE

HOMEWARES

At Anupaya, soaking in the beauty of the natural world and its wild spaces is a ritual we try
to keep daily.  We live our lives as much indoors as we do outdoors, and we wanted our
homeware collection to be able to do the same. Our products are designed for wherever
your path takes you.

Much of our homeware collection is made in Canada, from our soy-wax jar candles, hand-
poured in our own home studio, to our tapered candles from Lanark County made from
100% pure Canadian beeswax and our Cold Hands ceramic mugs from the Canadian Prairies. 

The rest of our pieces are ethically sourced from abroad, including our Cactus Silk Cushion
Covers that are sustainably harvested from Saharan Agave Cactus and woven in Morocco on
traditional wooden loom. Our woven baskets, both the Market Basket from Ghana and our
Date Palm Basket from Burkina Faso we source from Swahili Modern,  a fair-trade company
that partners with local artisans in African countries to create beautiful and traditional
woven baskets.

https://www.anupaya.ca/collections/homeware


"Choose to truly, finally, fully belong to yourself
because this life is fleeting. It is brief and luminous

and fading, and radiance abounds. "

-ANUPAYA MANIFESTO



Our collection of wearable products have sustainability,
traceability. We believe you should feel good about what
you wear as much as you feel good in it. 

Our new Anupaya Poncho and Scarf Collection are
responsibly sourced from our manufacturing partners in
Tuscany, Italy. Our manufacturers use local water purifying
systems that allow for production plants to recycle an
average of 90% of the water used, a process that ensures a
lower environmental impact. The collection also makes use
of 40% recycled wool fibre and use non-toxic dyes in
accordance with REACH certification.
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SEE MORE

WEARABLES
Our fedora collection is made from 100% wool in Montreal,
Canada and make use of solely vegan leather in any design
detailing.

The products in both collections are designed to be
cherished, loved, worn and used, again and again, along
your daily, ever changing and evolving path. 

https://www.anupaya.ca/collections/homeware
https://www.anupaya.ca/collections/ponchos-and-scarves


"This is your life. Your path. The pathless path. This is Anupaya. "
-ANUPAYA MANIFESTO



OUR  TEAM
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DOWNLOADABLE
RESOURCES

LOGO IMAGES

Co-owner + Creative Director

shannon@anupaya.ca

Shannon MacLaggan

Marketing + Operations Manager

kait@anupaya.ca

Kait Labbate
Brand Photograph 

jay@janallaphoto.com

Janalla Janzen

Co-owner

peter@anupaya.ca

Peter MacLaggan

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1DDYdGBaflYlmwaxAzyVYf0_Faw8P321b?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Nmk-6Uxpb8ZLpCLpwsmmXg8Rx2o6fusb?usp=sharing

